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Learning at home requires parents to seek registration for their child to not attend school

physically but, online. These parents are then required to develop and implement learning with

their children. That is a far cry from the situation for students enrolled at school who have been

temporarily learning at home during lockdown in India.

Anyway, online schooling does offer parents lessons in how to support kids for learning online from

home. This article includes five fundamental tips for parents to support kids in online learning from

home.

Schools are offering support

Parents and children have been provided with immense support from schools during lockdowns.

Families are urged to contact the school faculty with any specific needs they might have. Best CBSE

Schools in Delhi have enabled schooling during lockdown through online classes, and other digital

resources to support online education in India.

School during lockdown takes many different forms to provide individual and class-based learning

opportunities. Schools can provide additional support to meet diverse student (and family) needs.

Support necessarily looks different across schools. Each school works with families to determine

and meet their needs. The support from schools ranges from surveys and individual phone calls,

online one-on-one learning support sessions, walk-by pick-up of printed materials and resources

such as stationery and art supplies, to home delivery of technology and even food.

Schools have learned from the experience of 2020, creating the best way forward for their

communities when lockdowns prevent learning in a physical classroom.

Beyond schools, education systems and many school-related organizations are providing extensive

resources to support schooling during the lockdown. They are offering virtual excursions, videos,

and print activities that are downloaded or posted.

Learning Online from schools is a big step

Learning Online from schools is a big step outside the physical schooling system.

Parents must participate in the school curriculum and assessment requirements to select and

design appropriate learning support for their kids during the lockdowns. A good parent must
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implement school assessment processes and should maintain accurate reports of learning and

performance.

To sum up, in online classes from schools, parents should do everything that teachers, schools, and

education systems are doing in qualifying the online schooling during the global pandemic.

Lessons from Online classes/schooling

Now keep in mind what we learn from online classes/schooling as we juggle working from home

with kids' online learning from schools during lockdowns.

Children are always learning (and succeeding).

So value the immense learning that occurs through play, and build on the incidental learning that

arises.

A six-hour school day is made up of many different things

Please do not mess up online classes to a regular six-hour day of in-classroom learning. We need

to adapt our view of thinking. Such that, what schooling looks like, being flexible and try to keep the

distractions away. And also, realize that not everything taught in online school sessions will be

finished every time.

Please Note (for parents): Do not try to do it all by yourself.

As a responsible parent, every one wants to know how o support child education during lockdowns

or how families can engage kids in studies. Keep in mind,

Collaborate with friends, family, and parents of your kids' classmates and cooperate with them to

rotate regular online gatherings hosted by a parent. Arrange meetings for such purposes as a

social gathering, reading and writing session, maths class, making an assignment together, listening

and music activity, art, and craft, and then so on. In this way, parents can support their kids in

learning online from home during this pandemic.
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